
From: Gayle D. Connolly
To: Gayle D. Connolly
Subject: September 23 Update
Date: Saturday, September 23, 2017 5:56:09 PM

Dear Owners ~

Okay, we've all been busy in our respective areas this week - but it doesn't leave a whole lot of
new information to pass along.

Demo is moving along, we are nearly complete with Building 400.  Of course, if you are one of
the folks in 100-400 who were not quite ready for demo, don't be worried - we've scheduled with
you and are waiting for your final go ahead.

The inspectors are addressing their particular areas of expertise as the structure is exposed.
 Nothing new to report there.

The electrical, ac and water inspections did not move forward this week, there was a bit more to
do with inspecting, owners moving and demo than allowed for the proper attention to be set
there.  Now that most of you have removed your possessions and the inspectors are settled,
those processes should begin this week.

We have found a contractor to handle our short term pool needs - which is essentially not much
more than drain, remove debris and get in a less detrimental holding pattern.

No news on the boats, we'll get back with the nice folks at General Land Office this week and
see how they're coming along.

There is news on reduction of maintenance, I believe our attorney has worked up the figures
with Tom and the reduction is going to be $50.00 per month.  You will see an explanation for
how that figure was assessed shortly.  Your October invoices will reflect the reduction.  

Dale has not yet been able to properly vet the Private Adjusters firm - so please continue keeping
me informed of issues you may be having with your TWIA adjusters.  We want to make sure you
do not get lost in the mix if you are not receiving reasonable answers on your end.

Several of us have gathered up all of our various lists for all of you and put them together in one
lovely spreadsheet with all of your contact info that we could ask for.  I may have called or
emailed a few of you for phone or email information - please make sure I have every way to
contact you that you may wish.  Relatives and friends are a good resource - especially if you
travel a lot.  Many of our owners have us contacting friends or family for emergencies.  Feel free
to add yours if you like.  

After reasonable due diligence and research, Bobby's company Roadrunner was officially hired
this week to carry us through to the finish line.  We are very confident in his capabilities and
expect a wonderful outcome.  

I'm hoping to have more photos organized and ready for addition to our Facebook - and where
ever else Mary Jo can get them! - by tomorrow.  
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That is about all for this evening.  Please expect updates to be less often for a little bit.  For the
next few weeks it's really going to be a lot of the same in different buildings.  We'll keep you
updated, of course, there just won't be a great deal NEW for a little bit now.  

Wishing you a wonderful weekend!  

Best ~     

Gayle D. Connolly
General Manager
Key Allegro Condominiums
kacamanager@yahoo.com
(361) 774-8888


